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Final Paper

• Due 11:59pm on 16 December
• ≥1,200 words
• Either a review paper or a work of new research
• At least six sources
• At least three sections
• Unified Style Sheet for Linguistics citation format
• Email it to me as an attachment

That’s 300 words less than originally planned!

Most of what we’ll be discussing is in the Final Paper 
Guidelines document which can be found on our website!



Sources

Two types:
• Data (primary sources)
• Analysis (secondary sources)



Data (primary sources)

• You use these as materials for your 
own inquiry. You don’t depend on 
their own linguistic analyses.
• Do not need to be peer-reviewed.

• The text to the right is not peer-
reviewed.
• It can be used to talk about the 

instability of <i>, <y>, and <e> in 
Early Modern English, as seen in 
dwellyng, beyng, inchanters, hymself, 
and divelishe.

From A Rehearsall Both Straung & True (1579)



Analysis (secondary sources)

• Any sources that make linguistic claims must be reputable. They 
should be peer-reviewed.
• Use the NYPL, CSI’s library, or (if you’re good at it) Google Scholar.
• Do not just Google to find articles!
• Do not use Wikipedia (except as a finding guide)!
• Some good dictionaries: Oxford English Dictionary, Online Etymology 

Dictionary, urbandictionary.com, and even Wiktionary (for English).



A peer-reviewed paper. Something else entirely.



Citation

• What is this “USS standard”?
• Unified Style Sheet for Linguistics, linked on our website, developed by the 

Linguistic Society of America.

• Key elements:
• In-text citation include surname, year, and page number.
• Those are matched to a citation in the references list.
• Reference list citation includes author name, year, title, and more 

(depending on type of source).



In-tex Citation From Berez-Kroeker et al. 2018

How many papers are cited in this paragraph?

Why is it cited once without page numbers, and then later with page numbers?

What’s up with the [brackets]? What’s up with the … ellipsis?



References List Citation From Berez-Kroeker et al. 2018

Lastname, Firstname & Firstname Lastname. Year. Title of the article. Journal volume. Start–end.

Notice that elements are separated by periods.

The page span shows the length of the whole article, not just the parts that are quoted!



Citation From Berez-Kroeker et al. 2018

In text

References list



Citing other kinds of sources

As much as possible, cite (Surname date: pages).

Name Date

In-text citation: (DayZzz 2020)

Reference list citation: 

DayZzz. 2020. Momala. Urban Dictionary. 
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=
Momala (9 December, 2020.)

https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Momala


Citing other kinds of sources

As much as possible, cite (Surname date: pages).

In-text: (OED Online 2020)

References list:

OED Online. 2020. Oxford: Oxford University 
Press. http://www.oed.com/ (9 December, 2020.)

Make it clear in the text which 
definitions you looked up!

http://www.oed.com/


Citing

• Questions?



Software

• Do not use your phones to write this.
• Use Microsoft Word if you have it.
• If not, use Google Docs.
• If you hate Google, download and use Libre Office.



Sections

• At least three sections: Intro, Body, Conclusion.
• Do not call the body section ‘Body,’ you will get points off.
• The body section(s) should be titled for what’s relevant in them.



Introduction

• Use this section to introduce your topic. Imagine you’re discussing 
this topic with a peer who doesn’t know about it, but is interested in 
learning more. Set the scene for them. What is the basic 
information? What will you be talking about in the rest of your 
paper?
• Note that, despite what you may have been taught in other courses, 

there is no reason to avoid saying “I” in your paper. It’s perfectly 
acceptable to write “I will be discussing...”
• You can use that blog post for this, making any tweaks I suggested!



Body

• This is essentially the bulk of your paper –it’s where you provide 
your review of the literature (if you are writing a review paper), or 
make your argument.
• Do not actually title this section “Body” in your paper. Instead, give 

it a name that reflects what’s discussed in it.
• Multiple body sections is fine. Feel free to pull from your blog posts 

here.



Conclusion

• Wrap up your discussion here.
• Your conclusion should not introduce new information! Tie up loose 

threads, reflect upon what you’ve revealed so far, and maybe point 
to directions for future research.
• Should be approx. as long as your intro.



References

• Refer to the Unified Style Sheet for Linguistics for how to do this.



Field Standards

• How do you get a word count?
• Which is correct:

One borrowing from Mexican Spanish is taco, which refers to a type of food.

One borrowing from Mexican Spanish is taco, which refers to a type of food.

One borrowing from Mexican Spanish is “taco,” which refers to a type of food.

One borrowing from Mexican Spanish is ‘taco,’ which refers to a type of food.



Field Standards

One word in New York slang is brick ‘cold,’ as used in “It’s brick outside 
today” (AKACroatalin 2015).

Why is brick italicized? Why is ‘cold’ in single-quotation marks?

Why is this sentence in regular quotation marks?

Note that the citation goes outside the quotation marks, and is followed by the period.


